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MISSION 
The Second Injury Fund functions within the South Carolina Workers' 
Compensation System. The mission of the Fund is twofold: 
1. To protect employers from having a higher cost for an employee's 
injury when that injury, combined with a prior injury or disability, produces medical 
costs or a disability that is substantially greater than the accident alone would have 
produced. This ensures that an employer is not made to suffer a greater monetary loss 
or increased insurance costs because it hires an employee who has a disability. 
2. To ensure payment of workers' compensation benefits to injured 
employees whose employers have failed to acquire necessary coverage. 
YEAR IN REVIEW 
The number of employers benefitting from the Second Injury Fund has 
increased to 1,636 and the number of employees benefitting from the Uninsured 
Employers' Fund has increased to 521. These increases are directly related to our 
continuing efforts to improve our claims management system. This includes upgrades 
and enhancements to the Claims Management System and the establishment of a 
Second Injury Fund Claims Review Team and a separate Uninsured Employers' Fund 
team. 
The use of our Medical Fee data base saved the Fund over 2.3 million dollars 
this year and again reduced the annual assessment by 1.1 %. 
This year we recovered 21.8% of monies paid out by the Uninsured 
Employers' Fund. This equals a 7.1% increase over the percent recovered in fiscal 
year 95/96 and 10.7% over the percent recovered in fiscal year 94/95. 
SECOND INJURY FUND 
Director 
The administration and operation of the Fund is the responsibility of the 
director who is appointed by and serves at the pleasure of the Budget and Control 
Board. 
Under the general supervision and management of the director are the Fund's 
four functional divisions. 
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Claims 
The Claims Division is responsible for the investigation, evaluation and 
development of action to reach a final decision for each claim. Conflicts of a non-
judicial matter are resolved in the claims division. 
Recoveries 
The Recoveries Division is responsible for the recoupment of all benefits, 
costs and expenses paid by the Uninsured Employers' Fund. These recoupments are 
levied against the employer or whoever was legally responsible for payment of the 
claim. 
Legal 
The Legal Division represents the Fund in contested hearings before the 
Workers' Compensation Commission and in all appeals to higher courts. 
Administrative 
The Administrative Division is responsible for internal programs, assessment, 
finance, budgeting, human resources and staff development. They are also responsible 
for all administrative support to the Director and the two claims divisions. 
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KEY PERSONNEL 
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 
Douglas P. Crossman, Director 
CLAIMS DIVISION 
Gail Deal, Director of Claims 
RECOVERIES DIVISION 
Ann P. Corley, Director ofRecoveries 
LEGAL DIVISION 
Brooks Shealy, Chief Counsel 
ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION 
Michael T. Harris, Director of Management Services 
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STATUTORY AUTHORITY FOR THE AGENCY 
Section 42-7-310 of the South Carolina Workers' Compensation Law creates 
the Fund and establishes the agency to administer the Fund in accordance with the 
provisions of Sections 42-9-400 and 42-9-410. 
The following outline lists the basic requirements for reimbursement: 
1. The employee must have a prior permanent physical impairment of 
such seriousness as to constitute a hindrance or obstacle to obtaining 
employment or re-employment. 
2. (a) The employer must prove that he had knowledge of the permanent 
physical impairment at the time the employee was hired or retained 
when a claim is made for reimbursement; or 
(b) The employer may qualify for reimbursement if he can prove that the 
did not have prior knowledge of the employee's pre-existing physical 
impairment, because existence of such condition was concealed by the 
employee or was unknown to the employee. 
3. The employee must sustain a subsequent occupational injury: 
(a) Which results in the employer' s liability for disability and/or 
medical cost that is substantially greater than that which would 
have resulted from the new injury alone because of a 
combination with or aggravation of the prior impairment. 
(b) Which most probably would not have occurred "but for" the 
presence of the prior impairment. 
(c) Which results in the death of the employee, and the death 
would not have occurred except for the pre-existing 
impairment. 
4 . An amendment to the Code now requires as a prerequisite to 
reimbursement from the Fund, the insurer shall be required to certify 
that the medical and indemnity reserves have been reduced to the 
threshold limits of reimbursement. 
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Before the Fund can reimburse an employer, a disabled worker must suffer a 
subsequent injury. This injury must combine with or aggravate the prior impairment, 
thus causing liability substantially greater than that which would have occurred from 
the subsequent injury alone. This is the basic concept of Second Injury Fund 
legislation, and without this substantial increase in liability, the employer has not been 
placed at a disadvantage. Therefore, he would not be eligible for reimbursement. 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
FISCAL YEAR 1996-1997 
Balance from previous year 
Receipts 
$39,865,060.33 
Investments ...................... . ........ .. . $3,351 ,536.70 
No Next-of-Kin Benefit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $34,000.00 
Assessments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $57,414,831.04 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $23 7, 140.16 
Total ...... . .. . ....... . ................ . ......... $61 ,037,507.90 
Disbursements 
Claims Paid by the Fund ......... . .......... . ... $58,154,248.08 
Administrative Costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 ,224, 15 6. 3 7 
Total ................ .. . . .................. . ..... $59,378,404.45 
Balance in Fund @ 30 June 1997 .. . ....... . ...... .. ... $41 ,524,163 .78 
(Including Fiscal Month 13) 
CLAIMS ACTIVITY AGAINST SECOND INJURY FUND 
Claims Carried From 1995-1996 ... . ..... .. ... . ......... . . . . .. 7,198 
New & Reopened Claims Filed 
Against the Fund in 1996-97 .... .. ................... ... .... 7,428 
Claims Closed ............ . ............ . . . .... . .. . . . . . ... . 7,393 
Claims Open at End ofFiscal Year 1996-97 . . . ....... ... ........ . 7,233 
Total Number of SIF Claims Paid ... . . . ........ . ... . .. . .. ... . . 2, 773 
Average Amount Paid Per Claim ............ . .... . .. .. ... $20,971.60 
Total Number ofDisbursements .... . ........... . .. ..... .. . . .. 5,295 
Reimbursements Fiscal Year 1996-97 ... . .. .. ..... .... . $58,154,248.08 
Reimbursements Fiscal Year 1995-96 ... . .............. $54,751 ,616.02 
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LAPSED DEATH BENEFITS PAID INTO FUND 
135 Fatal Cases Reviewed · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ..... $34.0.00.00 
• •• 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • ' Recovery .... ····· ···· ·········· · · ····· ·· 
HEARINGS AND OTHER LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 
Proceedings Attended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 
Hearings Against the Fund ..................... . .............. . 38 
Depositions ....... . ...... . ................. .. .............. 42 
ASSESSMENTS 
Section 42-7-310 subsection (d) of the Workers' Compensation Laws of South 
Carolina states that : 
The funding of the Second Injury Fund on a continuing basis shall be by 
equitable assessments upon each carrier (which, by definition herein, shall include all 
insurance carriers, self-insurers, and the State Workers' Compensation Fund) in a 
manner as follows: 
Each carrier shall, under regulations prescribed by the Workers' 
Compensation Commission, make payments to the Fund in an amount 
equal to that proportion of one hundred seventy-five percent of the total 
disbursement made from the Fund during the preceding fiscal year less 
the amount of the net assets in the Fund as of June thirtieth of the same 
fiscal year, which the total benefits paid by such carrier bore to the total 
benefits paid by all carriers during the calendar year which ended within 
the preceding fiscal year. An employer who has ceased to be a 
self-insurer shall continue to be liable for any assessments into the Fund 
on account of any benefits paid by him during such calendar year. 
These assessments were sent to each carrier in August 1997 and payments 
subsequently received at the Second Injury Fund. 
175% of the Disbursement is . . .... . .... . ............ $103,912,207.79 
Less Remaining Net Assets@ June 30, 1997 ............ $41,477,351.15 
Equals SIF Assessment for 1996-97 .... . ............... $62,434,856.64 
This assessment ($62,434,856.64) divided by the total Workers' Compensation 
benefits paid by all carriers ($371 , 724,420.00) equals the assessment rate 
(.167960062) applied to each carrier. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA WORKERS' COMPENSATION UNINSURED 
EMPLOYERS' FUND 
The State Workers' Compensation Insolvency Fund, S.C. Code Section 
42-7-200, was established on February 24, 1982. On April26, 1989, an amendment 
to this Act placed the administration of the Fund with the South Carolina Second 
Injury Fund. On June 12, 1990, it was changed to the South Carolina Workers' 
Compensation Uninsured Employers' Fund. 
The mission of the Uninsured Employers' Fund is to ensure payment of workers' 
compensation benefits to injured employees whose employers have failed to acquire 
necessary coverage. 
For a claim to come within the scope of the Uninsured Employers' Fund, there 
must first be a finding by the Workers' Compensation Commission that an employer 
is subject to and in violation of the Workers' Compensation Law as a result of their 
failure to provide the necessary insurance coverage. If that determination is made, the 
Fund may then consider the merits of an employee's claim and pay or defend the claim 
as it deems necessary. Once the Uninsured Employers' Fund has paid a claim, it is 
entitled by statute to recover the benefits, costs and expenses from the employer or 
whoever is legally responsible for payment. 
UE FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
FISCAL YEAR 1996-97 
Balance From Previous Year ...... ..... ....... ....... . .. $244,076.82 
Receipts 
Appropriations Transfers .... . . ... . . . . .. .... ... .. $2,000,000.00 
Recoupments ... ... ...... . ... . .... . ..... . . ... .. $520,443.44 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7,751.90 
Disbursements 
Claims Paid by the Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,386,891.81 
. Balance in Fund@ 30 June 1997 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $385,380.35 
(Including Fiscal Month 13) 
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CLAIMS ACTIVITY AGAINST UNINSURED EMPLOYERS' FUND 
Claims Carried From 1995-1996 .. . . . . . ... . ................. . .. 743 
New & Reopened Claims Filed 
Against the Fund in 1996-97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 449 
Claims Closed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 398 
Claims Open at End of Fiscal Year 1996-97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 794 
Total Number ofUE Claims Paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 521 
Average Amount Paid Per Claim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,581.37 
Total Number ofDisbursements .... . .... .. ... .. . . ........... . 3,080 
Disbursements Fiscal Year 1996-97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,386,891.81 
Disbursements Fiscal Year 1995-96 ... . ................. $2,780,034.48 
HEARINGS AND OTHER LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 
Proceedings Attended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 51 
Depositions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102 
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EXHIBIT I 
DISBURSEMENTS TO INSURANCE CARRIERS 
AND SELF-INSURED EMPLOYERS/FUNDS 
A. INSURANCE CARRIERS 
ALLIANZ GROUP 25,272.60 
Allianz Insurance Company 25,272.60 
ALLSTATE INSURANCE GROUP 316,492.04 
Allstate Insurance Company 316,492.04 
AMERICAN FINANCIAL GROUP 61,272.28 
American National Fire Insurance 23,762.34 
Great American Insurance Co. 37,247.19 
Transport Insurance Co. 262.75 
AMERICAN INTERN GROUP 1,190,140.63 
American Home Assurance 3,399.64 
Granite State Insurance Co. 237,156.15 
Ins. Co. of the State of P A 300,331.24 
National Union Fire (PA) 561,043.44 
New Hampshire Insurance Co. 88,210.16 
AMERISURE INSURANCE COMPANIES 201,477.20 
Michigan Mutual Insurance Co. 201,477.20 
AON CORPORATION GROUP 1,440.47 
Virginia Surety Company 1,440.47 
ARGONAUT INSURANCE GROUP 591,622.86 
Argonaut Insurance Company 390,921.32 
Argonaut-Midwest Insurance 200,701.54 
ATLANTIC AM/DELTA GROUP 422.80 
Georgia Casualty & Surety 422.80 
ATLANTIC MUTUAL COMPANIES 288,522.25 
Atlantic Mutual Insurance 288,522.25 
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AUTO-OWNERS GROUP 
Auto-Owners Insurance Co. 167,600.16 
BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY 
National Liability & Fire 8,540.90 
CAPITAL CITY INSURANCE COMPANY 
CHUBB GROUP OF INSURANCE CO. 
Federal Insurance Company 
Pacific Indemnity Company 
Vigilant Insurance Company 
CIGNAGROUP 
Bankers Standard Insurance 
Cigna Insurance Company 
Indemnity Insurance of NA 
Insurance Co. of N. America 
Pacific Employers Insurance 
CINCINNATI FINANCIAL GROUP 
Cincinnati Casualty Company 
Cincinnati Insurance Company 
CLARENDONINSURANCEGROUP 
Clarendon National Insurance 
CNAINSURANCE COMPANIES 
American Casualty Company 
Continental Casualty Company 
Continental Insurance 
Fidelity & Casualty of NY 
Firemens Insurance Newark 
Kansas City Fire & Marine 























COMPANION PROPERTY & CASUALTY INS. 
CUNA MUTUAL GROUP 













DODSON INSURANCE GROUP 118,551.02 
Casualty Reciprocal Exchange 118,551.02 
ELECTRIC MUTUAL GROUP 5,207.10 
Elect. Mut. Liability Ins. Co. 5,207.10 
EMPLOYERSCASUALTYCOMPANY 13,077.71 
FEDERATED MUTUAL GROUP 430,977.04 
Federated Mutual Insurance Co. 430,977.04 
FEDERATED RURAL ELECTRIC 731.18 
FIREMAN'S FUND COMPANIES 494,168.43 
American Auto Insurance Company 121,931.83 
American Insurance Company 120,604.74 
Associated Indemnity 37,587.84 
Fireman's Fund Insurance Co. 205,644.02 
National Surety CP 8,400.00 
FLORISTS' MUTUAL GROUP 219,389.65 
Florists' Mutual Insurance 219,389.65 
FRONTIER INSURANCE GROUP, INC. 45,394.02 
Frontier Insurance Company 45,394.02 
GENERAL ACCIDENT GROUP 515,924.57 
General Accident Ins. Amer. 515,924.57 
HARLEYSVILLE INSURANCE COMPANIES 115,381.75 
Harleysville Mutual Ins. Co. 115,381.75 
HARTFORD INSURANCE GROUP 3,677, 776.29 
Hartford Accident & Indemnity 3,645,090.91 
Hartford Underwriters Ins. 19,000.14 
Twin City Fire Insurance 13,685.24 
HOME INSURANCE COMPANIES 1,283,152.31 
Home Indemnity Company 1,133,862.38 
Home Insurance Company 149,289.93 
INDIANA LUMBERMENS MUTUAL 1,604.47 
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JOHN DEERE INSURANCE GROUP 28,366.79 
John Deere Insurance Company 28,366.79 
KEMPER INSURANCE COMPANIES 1,279,563.99 
American Mfrs. Mutual Insurance 123,691.77 
American Motorists Insurance 191,321.09 
Lumbermens Mutual Casualty 964,551.13 
LEGION INSURANCE GROUP 18,548.51 
Legion Insurance Company 18,548.51 
LIBERTY MUTUAL GROUP 6,667,135.35 
Liberty Insurance Corporation 112,379.55 
Liberty Mutual Fire 59,320.72 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. 6,495,435.08 
LUMBER INSURANCE COMPANIES 19,295.03 
Lumbar Mutual Insurance Co. 19,295.03 
LUMBERMEN'S UNDRG. ALLIANCE 32,884.34 
NATIONAL AMERICAN INSURANCE 13,993.81 
NATIONWIDE GROUP 2, 151,779.24 
Employers Ins. Wausau 1,958,440.56 
Nationwide Mutual Insurance 193,338.68 
NORTHWESTERN NATIONAL GROUP 33,558.73 
Northwestern National Ins. 33,558.73 
OHIO CASUALTY GROUP 62,296.24 
Ohio Casualty Insurance Co. 62,296.24 
OLD REPUBLIC GENERAL GROUP 576,973.45 
Bituminous Casualty Corp. 462,730.67 
Old Republic Insurance 114,242.78 
ORION CAPITAL COMPANIES 5,968.51 
Fire & Casualty Ins. Of CT 1,200.13 
Security Insurance Co. Hart 4,768.38 
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PENN. NATIONAL INSURANCE COS. 273,796.22 
Penn. National Mutual Casualty 202,927.00 
Penn. National Insurance Co. 70,869.22 
PETROLEUM CASUALTY 1,074.20 
PHOENIX INSURANCE GROUP 111,289.58 
Credit General Insurance 111,289.58 
PREFERRED RISK GROUP 85,025.16 
Preferred Risk Mutual 85,025.16 
RELIANCE INSURANCE GROUP 774,298.01 
Reliance Insurance Company 89,155.76 
Reliance National Indemnity 412,059.18 
Reliance National Insurance Co. 273,083.07 
ROYAL & SUN ALLIANCE 388,050.86 
Royal Insurance Co. Of America 388,050.86 
SAFECOINSURANCECOMPANY 25,094.58 
General Insurance America 25,094.58 
SEIBELS BRUCE GROUP 79,954.97 
Consolidated American Ins. 2,709.19 
South Carolina Insurance 77,245.78 
SELECTIVE INSURANCE GROUP 350,426.29 
Selective Insurance of SE 350,426.29 
SENTRY INSURANCE GROUP 33,731.83 
Sentry Insurance A Mutual Co. 33,731.83 
ST. PAUL COMPANIES 696,647.17 
St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. 696,647.17 
STATE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY 54,437.20 
State Auto Mutual Insurance 54,437.20 
STATE FARM GROUP 41,325.94 
State Farm Fire & Casualty 41,325.94 
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TALEGEN INSURANCE GROUPS 240,919.65 
Industrial Ind. Company 45,788.54 
Internat Insurance Company 4,704.03 
North River Ins. Company 134,737.55 
United States Fire 55,689.53 
TIG HOLDINGS GROUP 8,070.81 
TIG Premier Insurance Co. 8,070.81 
TOKIO MARINE & FIRE GROUP 663.83 
Tokio Marine & Fire USB 663.83 
TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY 704,948.49 
TRAVELERS PC GROUP 888,333.89 
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. 24,130.58 
Farmington Casualty Co. 125,130.56 
Travelers Indemnity Co. 708,072.60 
Travelers Indemnity RI 31,000.15 
UNITED STATES F & G GROUP 951,923.77 
Fidelity & Guaranty Ins. Undr. 11,212.17 
United States F & G Company 940,711.60 
UTICA NATIONAL GROUP 2,867.10 
Utica Mutual Insurance Co. 2,867.10 
VANLINER INSURANCE COMPANY 6,367.26 
WINTERTHUR SWISS GROUP 37,473.97 
Southern Fire & Casualty 37,473.97 
ZURICH INSURANCE GROUP - US 1,610,410.62 
American Guarantee & Liab. 65,641.46 
Assurance Co. of America 300,622.06 
Maryland Casualty Company 540,960.76 
Northern Insurance Co. of NY 34,581.79 
Universal Underwriters Ins. 1,570.67 
Valiant Insurance Company 44,960.91 
Zurich American of Ill. 20,840.12 
Zurich Insurance Co. USB 601,232.85 
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B. SELF-INSURED EMPLOYERS/FUNDS 
AAA COOPER TRANSPORTATION 
ALLIED SIGNAL, INC. 
ALUMAX, INC. 
AMERICAN YARD PRODUCTS 
AMERICAN YARN SPINNERS SIF 
AMICK PROCESSING, INC. 
ARKANSAS BEST CORPORATION 




BLUE CIRCLE CEMENT 




BUILDERS TRANSPORT, INC. 
CAROLINA AGC TRUST FUND 
CAROLINA CANNERS, INC. 
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT CO. 
CAROLINA ROOFERS & SHT. METAL CONTR. 
CASCADE CORPORATION 
CHARLESTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
CITY OF CHARLESTON 
CITY OF COLUMBIA 
CITY OF GREENVILLE 
COLUMBIA POULTRY FARMS 
COMMISSIONERS OF PUBLIC 
CONSOLIDATED FRIEGHTWAYS 
COOPER INDUSTRIES 
DILLARD DEPARTMENT STORES 
DIXIE YARNS, INC. 
DOWBRANDS, INC. 
DUKE ENERGY CORPORATION 
EI DUPONT DENEMOURS & CO. 
ELECTRIC COOP OF SC 
. ESAB WELDING PRODUCTS, INC. 
FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP. 
FIELDCREST CANNON, INC. 
FLOWERS INDUSTRIES, INC. 













































GREENWOOD PACKING PLT. 
HAMRICK'S, INC. 
I. H. SERVICES 
INGLES MARKET 
INTERNATIONAL PAPER 
JACKSON MILLS, INC. 





LIFE INSURANCE CO. OF GEORGIA 
LOWES 
MACK MOLDING COMPANY 
MARATHON OIL COMPANY 
MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
MAU,INC. 
MAYFAIR MILLS, INC. 
MAYTAG CORPORATION 
MEDICAL SOCIETY HEALTH SYSTEM 
MOHAWK INDUSTRIES, INC. 
MORTON INTERNATIONAL 
MT. VERNON MILLS, INC. 
NABISCO, INC. 
NATIONAL SERVICE IND. 
OVERNITE TRANSPORTATION CO. 
OWENS CORNING FIBERGLASS 
PALMETTO HOSPITAL TRUST 
PALMETTO TIMBER FUND 
PERFECTION HY-TEST CO. 
PIEDMONT NATURAL GAS CO. 
PIGGLY WIGGLY CAROLINA 
REEVES BROTHERS, INC. 
ROADWAY SERVICES, INC. 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL 
ROPER CAREALLIANCE 
R.R. DONNELLEY & SONS 
RYDER SYSTEMS, INC. 
RYOBI MOTOR PRODUCTS CORP. 
SANDERS BROTHERS 













































SC ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES 
SC AUTO & TRUCK DEALERS ASSOC. 
SC CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
SC MCDONALDS OPERATORS SIF 
SC MERCHANTS ASSOC. 
SC MUNICIPAL INS. TRUST 
SC P&C INS GUARANTY ASSOC. 
SC PETROLEUM MARKETERS ASSOC. 
SCSCHOOLBOARDINSURANCETRUST 
SCANA CORPORATION 
SCHOOL DIST. OF GREENVILLE COUNTY 
SCHAFER COMPANY, INC. 
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO. 
SHONEY'S, INC. 
SOUTHEASTERN FREIGHT LINES 
SOUTHEASTERN LUMBER MFG. SIF 
SPARTAN MILLS 
SPARTANBURG STEEL PRODUCTS 
SPRINGS INDUSTRIES, INC. 
STATE ACCIDENT FUND 
STONE CONTAINER 






WARNER LAMBERT COMPANY 
WELLMAN, INC. 
WESTPOINT STEVENS 
WESTV ACO CORPORATION 
WHITE CONSOLIDATED IND. 
WINN DIXIE STORES, INC. 





































ASSESSMENTS LEVIED ON INSURANCE CARRIERS 
AND SELF-INSURED EMPLOYERS/FUNDS 
A INSURANCE CARRIERS 
ALLMERICA P & C COS 
ALLSTATE INS GROUP 
AMER ECONOMY INS CO 
AMER FINANCIAL GROUP 
AMER HARDWARE MUTUAL 
AMER INTERN GROUP 
AMER STATES INS CO 
AMERISAFE INS GROUP 
AMERISURE COMPANIES 
AON CORP GROUP 
ARGONAUT GROUP 
ATLANTIC AM/DELTA GR 
ATLANTIC MUTUAL COS 
AUTO-OWNERS GROUP 
BALDWIN & LYONS GRP 
BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY 
BITUMINOUS CAS CORP 
BROTHERHOOD MUTUAL 
BUSINESS INS GROUP 
CAPITAL CITY INS CO 
CENTRAL INS COS 
CHUBB GRP OF INS COS 
CIGNAGROUP 
CINCINNATI FIN CORP 
CLARENDON INS GROUP 
CNA INS GROUP 
COMMUNION INS COS 
COMPANION P & C INS 
CONSOLIDATED INTL GR 
COREGIS INS CO 
CREDIT GENERAL 
CUNA MUTUAL GROUP 
DODSON GRP INSURERS 
EAGLE INS GROUP (NY) 







































FAIRFAX FINANCIAL GR 
FARMERS INS GROUP 
FEDERATED MUTUAL GRP 
FEDERATED RURAL ELEC 
FID & DEPOSIT OF MD 
FIREMAN'S FUND COS 
FLORISTS' MUTUAL GRP 
FREMONT INS GROUP 
FRONTIER INS GRP INC 
GENERAL ACC INS GRP 
GENERAL CASUALTY WIS 
GULF INSCO 
HARLEYSVILLE INS COS 
HARTFORD INS GROUP 
HIGHLANDS INS GROUP 
HOME INS COMPANIES 
HOUSTON GEN INS CO 
INDIANA LUMBERMN MUT 
INDUSTRIAL IND CO 
INGGROUP 
INTERNAT INS CO 
JOHN DEERE INS CO 
KEMPER INS COS 
LEGION INS GROUP 
LffiERTY MUTUAL GROUP 
LUMBER INS COMPANIES 
LUMBERMEN'S UNDRG AL 
MAIN ST AMERICA GRP 
MARKEL CORP GROUP 
MARYLAND CASUALTY CO 
MILLERS FIRST COS 
MOTORS INS GROUP 
NAT AMERICAN INS 
NAT FARMRS UN STANDARD INS 
NATIONWIDE GROUP 
NIPPON FIRE &MAR USB 
NORTH AMER SPECIALTY 
NORTH RIVER INS CO 
NORTHWSTN NAT INS GR 
OHIO CASUALTY GROUP 
OLD REPUBLIC GEN GRP 
ORION CAPITAL COS 














































PENN MILLERS MUT GRP 
PENN NAT INS COS 
PETROLEUM CASUALTY 
PMAGROUP 
PREFERRED RISK GROUP 
PSM INS COMPANIES 
REGENT INS CO 
RELIANCE INS GROUP 
REPUBLIC WESTERN INS 
RISCORP INC GROUP 
ROYAL & SUN ALLIANCE 
SAFECO INS COMPANIES 
SEIBELS BRUCE GROUP 
SELECTIVE INS GROUP 
SENECA INS CO 
SENTRY INS GROUP 
SOUTHERN FIRE & CAS 
SOUTHERN MUT CHURCH 
SOUTHERN PILOT INS 
ST PAUL COMPANIES 
STAR INS CO (MI) 
STATE AUTO INS COS 
STATE FARM GROUP 
SUMITOMO MAR&FIR USB 
TIG HOLDINGS GROUP 
TOKIO M&F USB GROUP 
TRANSPORT INS CO 
TRAVELERS INS CO 
TRAVELERS PC GROUP 
ULLICO GROUP 
UNIGARD SECURITY INS 
UNITED STATES F&G GR 
UNITED STATES FIRE 
UNIVERSAL UNDRS INS 
UTICA NATL INS GROUP 
V ANLINER INS CO 
VIK BROTHERS INS GRP 
W R BERKLEY CORP GRP 
WAUSAU INS COS 
WESTFIELD COMPANIES 
YASUDA FIRE & MARINE 










$1 ,020,143 .90 


































B. SELF-INSURED EMPLOYERS/FUNDS 
A.O. SMITH CORPORATION 
AAA COOPER TRANSPORTATION 
ALBANY INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
ALLIED-SIGNAL, INC. 
ALUMAX, INC. 
AMERICAN FREIGHTWAYS, INC. 
AMERICAN IT ALlAN PASTA COMPANY 
AMERICAN SECURITY OF GREENVILLE, INC. 
AMERICAN YARN SPINNERS SIF 
MERON,INC. 
AMICK PROCESSING, INC. 
AMOCO CORPORATION 
ARKANSAS BEST CORPORATION 
ARVIN INDUSTRIES, INC. 
ASPLUNDH TREE EXPERT COMPANY 
AT&T CORP. 
AT&T NASSAU METALS CORPORATION 
AVERITT EXPRESS, INC. 
AVONDALE MILLS 
B.L. MONTAGUE COMPANY, INC. 
BEAULIEU OF AMERICA, INC. 
BECTON DICKINSON AND COMPANY 
BELLSOUTH ADVERTISING & PUBLISHING CORP. 
BELLSOUTH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
BI-LO, INC. 
BLUE CIRCLE, INC. 
BON SEC OURS HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 
BORDEN, INC./QUALITY ASSURANCE 
BRAELAND CORPORATION 
BROWNING-FERRIS INDUSTRIES, INC. 
BRUNOS, INC. ET AL 
BUILDERS TRANSPORT, INC. 
C.R. BARD, INC. 
CAL-MAINE FOODS, INC. 
CALffiER SYSTEM, INC. 
CAROLINA CANNERS, INC. 
CAROLINA FREIGHT CORPORATION 
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
CAROLINAS ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS SIF 












































CHARLESTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
CITY OF CHARLESTON 
CITY OF COLUMBIA 
CITY OF GREENVILLE 
CMI INDUSTRIES, INC. 
COATS NORTH AMERICA 
COLUMBIA HCA HEALTHCARE CORPORATION 
COLUMBIAPOULTRYFARMS, INC. 
COMMISSIONERS OF PUBLIC WORKS 
CONE MILLS CORPORATION 
CONOCO, INC. 
CONSOLIDATED FREIGHTWAYS CORP OF DELAWARE 
COOPER INDUSTRIES, INC. 
COUNTY OF GREENVILLE 
CRACKER BARREL OLD COUNTRY STORE, INC. 
CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION 
CULP, INC. 
CUMMINS ENGINE COMPANY, INC. 
DAIRYMEN, INC. 
DANA CORPORATION 
DELTA WOODSIDE INDUSTRIES, INC. 
DILLARD DEPARTMENT STORES, INC. 
DIXIE YARNS, INC. 
DOLLAR GENERAL CORPORATION 
DOWBRANDS, INC. 
DUKE ENERGY CORP 
E.I. duPONT deNEMOURS & COMPANY 
EASTMAN CHEMICAL COMPANY 
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES OF S.C. SIF 
EMERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
ESAB WELDING PRODUCTS, INC. 
ESTES EXPRESS LINES 
FEDERAL EXPRESS CORPORATION 
FEDERATED DEPARTMENT STORES, INC. 
FIELDCREST CANNON, INC. 
FIRST UNION CORPORATION 
FLOWERS INDUSTRIES, INC. 
FLOYD S. PIKE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR, INC. 
FLYING J INC. 
FOOD LION, INC. 
FRIGIDAIRE HOME PRODUCTS 















































GOLD KIST, INC. 
GOLDENPOULTRYCONWANY 
GOWER CORPORATION 
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CONWANY 
GREDE FOUNDARIES, INC. 
GREENBAX ENTERPRISES, INC. 
GREENWOOD MILLS 
GREENWOOD PACKING PLANT 
GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES CORPORATION 
HAMRICK'S, INC. . 
HEALTHSOUTH REHABILITATION CORPORATION 
HOLIDAY HOSPITALITY CORPORATION 
HOLNAM, INC. 
HYATT CORPORATION 
I H SERVICES, INC. 
INGLES MARKET, INC. 
INTERNATIONAL PAPER 
J.C. PENNEY CONWANY, INC. 
JACKSON MILLS, INC. 
JAMES RIVER CORPORATION 
JANNOCK, INC. 
K & W CAFETERIAS, INC. 
K-MART CORPORATION 
KENNECOTT RIDEGWAY MINING CONW ANY 
KIMBERLY CLARK CORPORATION 
KNIGHT TEXTILE CORPORATION 
KOHLERCONWANY 
KORN INDUSTRIES, INC. 
KREIGER CORPORATION 
LA-Z-BOY CHAIR CONW ANY 
LffiERTY NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE CONWANY 
LIFE INSURANCE CONW ANY OF GEORGIA 
LOWES CONW ANIES, INC. 
M.B. KAHN CONSTRUCTION CONWANY, INC. 
MACK MOLDING CONW ANY, INC. 
MADISON INDUSTRIES, INC. 
MARATHON OIL CONWANY 
MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
MAU, INC. 
MAYFAIR MILLS, INC. 















































MORA WK INDUSTRIES, INC. 
MONROEAUTOEQUWMENTCONWANY 
MORTON INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
MOUNT VERNON MILLS, INC. 
NABISCO, INC. 
NASH JOHNSON & SONS' FARMS, INC. 
NATIONAL HEALTHCARE LP 
NATIONAL SERVICE INDUSTRIES, INC. 
NATIONAL WELDERS SUPPLY CO., INC. 
NATIONSBANK CORPORATION 
OLD DOMINION FREIGHT LINES, INC. 
OVERNITE TRANSPORTATION CONWANY 
OWENS CORNING FIBERGLAS CORPORATION 
P-I-E NATIONWIDE, INC. 
PALMETTO HOSPITAL TRUST 
PALMETTOTIMBERFUND 
P ARA-CHEM SOUTHERN, INC. 
PARKER HANNIFIN CORPORATION 
PERDUE FARMS, INC. 
PERFECTION HY-TEST CONWANY 
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CONW ANY 
PIEDMONT NATURAL GAS CO., INC. 
PIGGL Y WIGGLY CAROLINA CO., INC. 
PLANTATION PIPE LINE CONW ANY 
PLATT SACO-LOWELL CORPORATION 
PLOOF TRUCK LINES, INC. 
PREMARK INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
PROCTER & GAMBLE MFG., CO. 
PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL 
QUORUM HEALTH GROUP, INC. 
R.R. DONNELLY & SONS CONW ANY 
REEVES BROTHERS, INC. 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
ROLLINS, INC. 
ROPER CAREALLIANCE, INC. 
RYDER SYSTEM, INC. 
RYOBI MOTOR PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
S.C. ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES SIF 
S.C. AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOC. SIF 
S.C. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE MANUFACTURERS SI TRUST 
S.C. HOME BUILDERS SIF 













































S.C. MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION SIF 
S.C. MUNICIPAL SELF-INSURANCE TRUST FUND 
S.C. PETROLEUM MARKETERS ASSOCIATION SIF 
S.C. SCHOOL BOARDS SELF-INSURANCE TRUST FUND 
SAIA MOTOR FREIGHT LINE, INC. 
SANDERS BROTHERS, INC. 
SARALEE CORPORATION 
SCANA CORPORATION 
SCHAFER COMPANY, INC. 
SEARS, ROEBUCK & COMPANY 
SHONEYS, INC. 
SONOCOPRODUCTSCOMPANY 
SOUTHEASTERN FREIGHT LINES, INC. 
SOUTHEASTERN LUMBER MANUFACTURERS SIF 
SOUTHERN NATIONAL BANK OF S.C. 
SPARTAN MILLS 
SPARTANBURG STEEL PRODUCTS, INC. 
SPRINGS INDUSTRIES, INC. 
STATE ACCIDENT FUND 
STONE CONTAINER CORPORATION 
SWIFT TRANSPORTATION CO., INC. 
TARGET STORES 
TERMINIX SERVICE, INC. 
TEXTRON, INC. 
THE LIBERTY CORPORATION 
THE LIMITED, INC. 
THE LOXCREEN COMPANY, INC. 
THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY 
THE PANTRY, INC 
THE SALVATION ARMY 
THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF GREENVILLE COUNTY 
THE SHAW GROUP INC 
THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY 
THE STANLEY WORKS 
TIETEX CORPORATION 
TRANSPORTATION EMPLOYERS SELF-INSURERS TRUST 
TRANSUS, INC. 
UNILEVER UNITED STATES, INC. 
UNIROYAL, INC. 
UNITED MCGILL CORPORATION 
VARIETY WHOLESALERS, INC. 














































VULCAN MATERIALS COMPANY 
W.R. GRACE & COMPANY 
WACHOVIA BANK OF SOUTH CAROLINA, N.A. 
WAFFLE HOUSE, INC. 
WARNERLAMBERTCOMPANY 
WELLINGTON LEISURE PRODUCTS, INC. 
WELLMAN, INC. 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
WESTPOINT STEVENS, INC. 
WESTV ACO CORPORATION 
WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY 
WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION 
WHITE CONSOLIDATED IND., INC. 
WILLAMETTE INDUSTRIES, INC. 
WINN DIXIE STORES, INC. 























A1 COMFORT SYSTEMS 
AAA COOPER TRANSPORTATION 
AAA TRICOUNTY LOCK 
AARP/SCSEP 
ABCO INDUSTRIES 
ABF FREIGHT SYSTEM 
ACE TEXTILE AMERICA 
ACKERSON-STEVENS INC 




ADVANCE AUTO PARTS 
ADVANCE PLUMBING SERVICE 
ADVANCE STORES 
ADVANCED BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
ADVANCED TIRE & AUTO SERV 
ADVANTAGE FINANCIAL 
AHLSTROM PROCESS 
AIKEN AREA CNCL ON AGING 
AIKEN COUNTY 
AIKEN CTY SCH DIST 
AIKEN INDUSTRIES 
AIKEN PREP SCHOOL 
AIKEN REG MED CTR 






. ALLENDALE COUNTY 
ALLIBERT INOAC 
ALLIED RESOURCE MGMT 
ALLIED SIGNAL 









































ALMOND QUALITY PRODUCTS 
ALUMAXINC 
AM TUCK INC 
AMER STAINLESS & ALLOY 
AMERADA HESS 
AMERICAN ENTERPRISES 
AMERICAN FAST PRINT 
AMERICAN GEN LIFE & ACC 
AMERICAN GREETINGS 
AMERICAN HOECHST 
AMERICAN HOUSE SPINNING 
AMERICAN KOYO 
AMERICAN NUKEM CORP 
AMERICAN REFUSE SYSTEMS 
AMERICAN SOLID WOVEN 
AMERICAN YARD PRODUCTS 
AMI PIEDMONT MED CTR 




AN WELDING INC 
ANDERSON AREA MED CTR 
ANDERSON COUNTY 
ANDERSON CTY FIRE DEPT 
ANDERSON CTY MR&DD 
ANDERSON CTY SCH DIST 
ANDERSON HOUSING AUTH 
ANDERSON MEDICAL CENTER 
ANDERSON MEMORIAL HOSP 
ANDERSON PLACE 
ANDREWS METAL WORKS 
ANHEUSER BUSCH COMPANIES 
ANVIL KNITWEAR 
AO SMITH 
APACHE BUILDING PRODUCTS 
APPLE SOUTH 
APPLIANCE & TV CTR 
APPLIED LOGISTIC SYSTEMS 
AR REID CONST CO 















































ARROW STEEL PRODUCTS 
ASHMORE BROTHERS INC 
ASHWORTH BROTHERS 
ASPHALT CONST CO 
ASPLUNDH TREES 
AS TEN DRYER FABRICS 
AT&T GLOBAL INFO SOLUTION 
ATLANTA PROVISION CO 

















BAKER MATERIAL HANDLING 
BALL CORPORATION 
BALL FOSTER GLASS CONTAINER 
BALL INCON GLASS 
BALLENGER PAVING COMPANY 
BALLENGERS CUSTOM WOOD 
BAMBERG COUNTY 
BAMBERG CTY SCH DIST 
BANK AIR 
BANKS CONST CO 
BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER 
BAR-B-QUE BARN 
BARGAIN CITY CLOTHING 
BARGE WAGENER INC 
BARNWELL COUNTY HOSPITAL 

















































BAYNE MACHINE WORKS 
BC MOORE & SONS 
BCBS 
BE&K CONST CO 
BEAUFORT COUNTY 
BEAUFORTCOUNTYCOUNC~ 
BEAUFORT CTY SCH DIST 
BEAUFORT MEMORIAL HOSP 




BEECH ISLAND SAND/GRAVEL 




BELUE TRUCKING CO 
BENCHMARK B~DERS 
BENSON OLDS NISSAN 




BERKELEY CTY SCH DIST 
BERKELEY HEATING CO 
BESCOINC 
BESTB~DERS 
BEST WESTERN INN 
BESTEEL INDUSTRIES 
BETHEA BAPTIST HOME 
BETTER BRANDS 






B~L VERNON CHEVROLET 


















































BLACK & DECKER CORP 
BLACK RIVER ELECTRIC 
BLACK TRUCKING 
BLACKMON REALTY & CONST 
BLANTON SUPPLIES 
BLITCH PLUMBING 
BLUE CIRCLE CEMENT 
BLUMENTHAL MILLS 
BLYTHEWOOD CONST CO 
BMGMUSIC 
BMW 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
BOHICKET MARINA 
BONSECOURSHEALTHSYSTEM 
BONITZ CONTRACTING CO 
BONNEAUS 
BORDEN INC 
BORG WARNER PROTECTIVE 
BOWERS ELECTRICAL 
BOYD & COMPANY 
BP SUN STAR CORP 
BRADSHAW FORD 
BRATCHERS SERVICE 
BRIDGE TERMINAL TRANSPORT 
BRIDGES TONE/FIRESTONE 
BRIGMAN FOOD DISTRIBUTORS 
BROADWAY BRUNSON & GATES 
BROOKSEL TEXTILES 
BROWN MEMORIAL 
BRUCCOLI CLARK LAYMAN 
BRUCESLANDSCAPING 
BRUNSON BUILDING SUPPLY 
BTR DUNLOP INC 
BUDGET RENT A CAR 





















































C MAXWELL CHILDRENS HOME 
C&CLOGGING 
C&G BUILDERS 
COMMUNITY CASH STORES 
CA TIMBERS INC 
CADDELL CONST CO 
CALffiOGUE CONST CO 
CALLIHAN TEAL SKELLEY 
CALVIN KLEIN JEANS WEAR 
CAMPBELL TILE CO 
CANAL WOOD CORP 
CANNON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
CANNON TEMPORARY SERVICE 













CAROLINA COASTAL INVESTMENTS 
CAROLINA COCA COLA 
CAROLINA COMMERCIAL HEAT 
CAROLINA COMMUNITY ACTION 
CAROLINA COOLING/PLUMBING 
CAROLINA FORKLIFTS 
CAROLINA GEORGIA BLOOD 
CAROLINA HOSPITAL SYSTEM 
CAROLINA HYGIENE 
CAROLINA PACKAGING 
CAROLINA PERSONNEL STAFF 
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT CO 
CAROLINA PRODUCTS INC 
CAROLINA STEEL CORP 
CAROLINA SUPPLY & TEXTILE 

















































CARTER & CRAWLEY 
CASCADE CORPORATION 






CDI SERVICES INC 
CECIL BLAKELY LOGGING 










CH BRANYON PIPE CO 
CHALLENGER ELECTRICAL 
CHAMPION LABS 
CHAPMAN CONST CO 
CHARLES INGRAM LUMBER CO 
CHARLES LEA CENTER 
CHARLESTON CONSTRUCTORS 
CHARLESTON COUNTY 
CHARLESTON CTY DSN BOARD 
CHARLESTON CTY SCH DIST 
CHARLESTON MARRIOTT 
CHARLESTON MEMORIAL HOSP 
CHARLESTON STEEL & METAL 



















































CHEROKEE CREEK VFD 
CHEROKEE CTY SCH DIST 
CHEROKEE FOOTHILLS 
CHESTER COUNTY 
CHESTER COUNTY HOSPITAL 
CHESTER METRO DISTRICT 




CHICORA BEACH HOLIDAY 
CHRIS DRY CLEANING 
CHRIS YAHNIS COASTAL 
CHRISTMAN & PARSONS 
CHURPEYES INC 




CITY OF AIKEN 
CITY OF ANDERSON 
CITY OF BEAUFORT 
CITY OF CAMDEN 
CITY OF CHARLESTON 
CITY OF COLUMBIA 
CITY OF CONWAY 
CITY OF EASLEY 
CITY OF FLORENCE 
CITY OF FOLLY BEACH 
CITY OF GREENVILLE 
CITY OF GREENWOOD 
CITY OF LANCASTER 
CITY OF LIBERTY 
CITY OF MANNING 
CITY OF MYRTLE BEACH 
CITY OF NORTH CHARLESTON 
CITY OF ORANGEBURG 
CITY OF ROCK HILL 
CITY OF SURFSIDE 
CITY OF WALTERBORO 
CITY OF WEST COLUMBIA 















































CLARENDON MEM HOSP 
CLARK & GRANGER 
CLARK-SCHWEBEL INC 
CLASSIC CITY MECHANICAL 
CLAY HYDER TRUCK LINES 
CLAYTON HOMES 
CLELANDS INVESTMENT CORP 
CLEMENT LUMBER CO 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
CLINTON TIRE SERVICE 
CLOVER CORP 
CLOVER GLASS 
CLOVER YARNS INC 
CLOVERVALEFOODS 
CM TUCKER LUMBER CO 
CMS GARAGE & SERVICE CTR 
COASTAL ARCADE & INVESTMENT 
COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY 
COASTAL COCA COLA 
COASTAL CORRUGATED 
COASTAL OTOLARYNGOLOGY 
COASTAL RAPID PUBLIC TRAN 
COASTAL REG MENTAL HEALTH 




COLDSTREAM COUNTRY CLUB 
COLITE INDUSTRIES 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
COLLETON COUNTY 
COLLETON CTY CNCL AGING 
COLLE TON REG HOSPITAL 
COLLETON SENIOR CITIZENS 
COLLUMS LUMBER MILL 
COLONIAL LAND & TIMBER 
COLUMBIA FARMS 
COLUMBIA INTERNL UNIVERSITY 
COLUMBIA NEWSPAPER 
COMCAR INDUSTRIES 
COMFORT INN & SUITES 













































COMMUNITY CASH STORES 
COMMUNITY VOLUNTEER SVCS 
CONBRACO INDUSTRIES 
CONCO MEDICAL PRODUCTS 
CONCRETE CORING CO 
CONSO PRODUCTS CO 
CONSOLIDATED BEVERAGE SERVICE 
CONSOLIDATED FREIGHTWAYS 
CONSOLIDATED PERSONNEL 
CONSOLIDATED SOUTHERN IND 
CONSOLIDATED STORES 
CONSUMER PRODUCTS 
CONTAINER CORP CAROLINA 
CONWAY FORD 
CONWAY HOUSING AUTHORITY 
COOPER ELECTRIC 
COOPER INDUSTRIES INC 
COOPER MOTOR LINE 
COORDICO CONST CO 
CORNELIUS & GUMP WOODWORK 
CORNELL DUBILIER 
CORONACA CONST CO 





CRAFT CONSTRUCTION CO 
CRAIG INDUSTRIES 
CREATIVE WEAVING CO 
CROFT FIRE DEPT 
CROMER FOOD SERVICE 
CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM 
CROWN CORK & SEAL 
CRUCffiLE CHEMICAL CO 
CRYOVAC 
CSR HYDRO CONDUIT 
CULLUM MECHANICAL CONST 


















































D&D MOTORS INC 
DA COLLINS REFRACTORY 
DAN F WILLIAMSON & CO 
DAN RIVER INC 
DANA CORP 
DANFUSS FLUID POWER 
DARLINGTON COUNTRY CLUB 
DARLINGTON CTY COMM ACTION 
DARLINGTON CTY DSN 
DARLINGTON CTY SCH DIST 
DAVID L BISHOP & AS SOC 
DAVIS & DAVIS MASONRY 
DAVIS & FLOYD 
DAVIS ELECTRICAL CONST 
DAVIS ERECTING 
DAVIS MECHANICAL 
DAWSON LUMBER CO 
DAYS INN SANTEE 
DAYTON HOUSE INC 
DDC ENGINEERS 




DELTA MACHINE SHOP 
DELTA MILLS MARKETING 
DESIGN SCREEN PRINTING 
DESIGN WOOD PRODUCTS 
DETYENS SHIPYARD 
DEWEES ISLAND PROPERTY 
DEWEY L COW ART PLUMBING 
DEWITTS PAINTING 
DI WILSON CO INC 
DIAMANT BOART 
DIAMOND WIRE 
DILLARD DEPARTMENT STORES 
DILLON COUNTY 
. DILLON CTY COUNCIL AGING 
DIVERSCO INC 
DIVERSIFIED PLASTICS 


















































DON MCDANIEL PLUMBING 
DORCHESTER COUNTY 
DORCHESTER CTY DSN 
DORCHESTER CTY SCH DIST 
DOWBRANDS INC 
DRAPER CORP 
DRINKARD PRINTING CO 
DSI TRANSPORTS 
DUCANECO 
DUKE ENERGY CORPORATION 
DUPRIEST CONST CO 
DURA WOOL OF SC 
DYNACAST INC 
E&M PIPELINE 
EAGLE CONST CO 
EAGLE ROOFING 
EAGLE TRANSPORT CORP 
EAST COOPER HOSPITAL 
EAST RICHLAND PSD 
EAST TEAK LUMBER CO 
EASTERN CONTRACTORS 
EASTERN/RC MOTOR LINES 
ECKERDCORP 
ECO SERVICES OF SC 
EDGEFIELD COUNTY 
EDISTO CONVALESCENT CTR 
EDWARDS PIPING/MACHINERY 
EFP PRODUCTS 
EI DUPONT DENEMOURS & CO 
EDISTO CONVALESCENT CTR 
ELLASONINC 
ELLCON NATIONAL 
ELLENBURG NURSING CENTER 
ELLOREE VENEER CO 
ELY WALL & CEILING 
EMPLOYEE RESOURCES 
EMPLOYEE SOLUTIONS INC 
EMRO MARKETING 














































ENGINEERED CUSTOM PLASTIC 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
ERLER & BOURQUE 
ESAB WELDING PRODUCTS INC 
ETHOX CHEMICALS INC 
EUGENE SMITH INC 
EVENING POST PUBLISHING 
EXCEL PROPERTY MGMT 
EXPRESS TEMPS INC 
EXXON CORPORATION 
EZSERVE 
F SCHUMACHER & COMPANY 
FA BAILEY & SONS 
FAMILY HEALTH CENTER 
FAMILYPHARMACYOFAMEruCA 
FARMERS DAUGHTER 
FARMERS TELCO INC 
FASHION FABruCS OF AMEruCA 
FAST FARE INC 
FATZ CAFE 




FIDERWEB NORTH AMEruCA 
FIELDCREST CANNON 
FIGGIE INTERNATIONAL 
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH 
FIRST BAPT CHURCH OF ARCADIA 
FIRST CHOICE STAFFING 
FIRST GENERAL SERVICES 
FIRST OF AMEruCA BANK 
FIRST WASHINGTON MGMT 
FLAGSTARCORP 
FLA V -0-ruCH INC 
FLEET FUNDING 
FLEET GUARD MAINTENANCE 

















































FLORENCE CTY SCH DIST 
FLORENCE MACK 
FLORENCE MORNING NEWS 
FLOWERS BAKING CO 
FLOYD & BEASLEY TRANSFER 
FLUOR DANIEL CONST CO 
FLYING J TRAVEL PLAZA 
FM YOUNG COMPANY 
FOCUS GOLF SYSTEMS 
FOLK NURSING CENTER 
FOOD LION INC 
FOOD OUTLET 
FOOD SERVICE INC 
FOOTHILLS STAFFING 
FORDHAM HARDWARE 
FOREST FIBER PRODUCTS 
FORSHEDA PIPE SEAL CORP 
FORT MILL FORD 
FOWLER & MOATES CONST 
FRANCIS MARION UNIVERSITY 
FRANK& SON 
FRANKE HOME 
FRAZIER LAND & TIMBER 
FRED KILL 
FREDRICKSON MOTOR EXPRESS 
FREEMAN GAS & ELECTRIC 
FRIENDLY DODGE 
FRIGIDAIRE COMPANY 
FROEHLING & ROBERTSON 
FSC INC 
FT WILLIAMS CO 
FUDDRUCKERS 
FUll PHOTO FILM 
FUN TEES INC 
FURR GRADING & PAVING 
G&P TRUCKING 
GABRIEL PATTERSON 
GAINEY TOOL & MACHINE CO 
GALEY & LORD IND INC 
GAMEWELL MECHANICAL 















































GATES RUBBER CO 
GAY & TAYLOR 
GAYLORD CONTAINER 
GCI SPRINGDALE VilLAGE 
GEN III INC 
GENERAL CINEMA 





GEORGETOWN CTY DEPT OF ED 
GEORGETOWN CTY DSN 
GEORGETOWN CTY SCH DIST 
GEORGETOWN DIALYSIS 
GEORGETOWN MACH & WELDING 
GEORGETOWN MEMORIAL HOSP 
GEORGETOWN STEEL CORP 
GEORGIA PACIFIC CORP 
GERBER CHILDRENSWEAR 
GIANT CEMENT COMPANY 
GillSON GREETINGS 
GIUSEPPIS PIZZA 
GJ CREEL & SONS 




GOLDEN STATE FOODS 
GOODES TRUCKING & LOGGING 
GOODWILL INDUSTRIES 
GRACO CHILDRENS PRODUCTS 
GRADY H HIPP NURSING CTR 
GRADY RANDOLPH INC 
GRAHAM TRANSPORTATION 
GRAND STRAND GENERAL HOSP 
GRAND STRAND SANDWICH 
GRAND STRAND WATER/SEWER 
. GRANT BROTHERS CHIP CO 
GRANT LUMBER CO 
GREENERY INC 
GREENFIELD INDUSTRIES 













































GREENVilLE CTY SCH DIST 
GREENVILLE HOSPITAL SYS 
GREENVILLE NEWS 
GREENVILLE OB-GYN ASSOC 
GREENVILLE TRANSIT AUTHORITY 
GREENVILLE WATER SYSTEM 
GREENWOOD COUNTY 
GREENWOOD CTY SCH DIST 
GREENWOOD METHODIST HOME 
GREENWOOD MILLS 
GREENWOOD MOP & BROOM 
GREENWOOD PACKING PLT 
GREGORIE OIL CO 
GREGORY ELECTRIC 
GREGORY POOLE EQUIPMENT 
GRNVL AS SOC FOR RETARDED 
GTE CORPORATION 








HAMMOCK SHOPS INC 








HARTSVILLE OIL MILL 
HASELDON OIL INC 
HA VIRDS MANAGEMENT INC 
HAYSSEN 
HEALTH CARE SERVICES GRP 
HEALTH MGMT ASSOCIATES 
HEALTH MGMT RESOURCES 
HEALTHSOUTH REHAB CORP 













































HEILIG MEYERS CO 





HEruTAGE LINCOLN MERCURY 
HERMITAGE INDUSTRIES 
HEWLETT PACKARD CO 
HILL TIRE & AUTO CTR INC 
HILLER HARDWARE 
HILTON HEAD PUBLIC SERVICE 
HITACHI ELECTRONIC DEVICE 
HOECHST CELANESE CORP 
HOLDEN ELECTruC 
HOLIDAY INN 
HOLMES TIMBER CO 
HOME HEALTH SERVICES 
HONEY PROPERTIES 
HONEYWELL INC 
HOOVER CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH 




HORRY CTY SCH DIST 
HORRY -GEORGETOWN TECH COLLEGE 
HOSPITALITY RESOURCES 
HOST MARRIOTT 
HOUSE OF F ABruCS 
HOUSE OF PERFECTION 
HOUSEHOLD NURSING SERVICE 
HOWARD & HOWARD 
HOWARD BAER INC 
HOWARD D CHILDS 
HTHACKNEY 
HUBERCONST 
HUGER CONST CO 
. HUMAN RESOURCES CORP 
HUMPHRIES TRANSFER 
HUSKEY CONST CO 
HW SHEPPARD & SON 













































IMAGE CARPETS INC 
INA BEARING 
INCARE OF SC 
INDEPENDENT INS GROUP 
INDIAN FIELD FIRE DEPT 
INDUSTRIAL ACOUSTICS 
INGERSOLL RAND CO 
INGLES MARKET 
INLAND TIMBER CO 
INMAN MILLS 
INN DEVELOPMENT & MGMT 
INN ON THE SQUARE 
INSIGNIA FINANCIAL GROUP 
INSULF AB PLASTICS 
INTERCOASTAL EXPRESS INC 
INTERIM HEALTHCARE 
INTERIM PERSONNEL 




INTERSTATE BRANDS CORP 
INTERSTATE RIGHT OF WAY 
IRON CITY CONST CO 
ISLAND CABLE 
ISLAND CAPPUCCINO RESTAURANT 
ISLAND CLUB HILTON HEAD 
ISLAND CONST CO 
ISOMEDIX OPERATIONS 
J GRADY RANDOLPH INC 
J&L HEATING & AIR 
JACK GRAY TRANSPORT 
JACK MARKUSEN 
JACKSON MILLS INC 
JAKE RUDISILL ASSOCIATES 
JAMES EHEARNE 




JASPER CTY SCH DIST 
JBMARTINCO 














































JE MORGAN APPAREL 
JEFFERSON TURKEY FARMS 
JENKINS NURSING CENTER 
JENNINGS & COMPANY 
JENNINGS CONCRETE 
JERRY N MARSH BUILDERS 
JERRY THOMPSON CONST CO 
JESSE B DAVIS 
JF HAWKINS NURSING HOME 
JHM ENTERPRISES 
JIM HUDSON AUTO MALL 
JIMMY CLARK CONST CO 
JMM OPERATIONAL SERVICES 
JOE JACKSON CONCRETE 
JOHN D HOLLINGSWORTH 
JOHN DE LA HOWE SCHOOL 
JOHN E BOURNE CO 
JOHN J KIRLIN INC 
JOHN Q HAMMONS MGMT 
JOHN WIELAND HOMES 
JOHNSON SMITH HIBBARD 
JONES & FRANK CORP 
JONES FORD 
JONES TRACTOR CO INC 
JORDAN CONST HILTON HEAD 
JOSEPH SHISKO 
JOSTENS INC 
JOYCE C GREGORY 
JP STEVENS 
JR WILSON CONST CO 




KALE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC 
KAY BEE TOYS 
KAYDONCORP 
. KAYSER ROTH HOSIERY 
KEENAN COMPANY 
KELLER FOUNDATIONS 














































KEMET ELECTRONICS CORP 
KENDAKNITS 
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN 
KERSHAW CTY SCH DIST 
KEYS PRINTING CO 
KILGORE GROUP 
KIMBERLY CLARK CORP 
KIMBERLY QUALITY CARE 
KIMBRELLS INC 
KING HICKORY FURNITURE 




KLINE IRON & STEEL 









LAKE CUNNINGHAM FIRE DEPT 
LANCASTER CHILDRENS HOME 
LANCASTER COUNTY 




LANDST AR POOLE INC 
LANE ROOFING CO 
LARRY JAMES CARLTON ROOF 
LARRY YOUNG GENERAL CONTR 
LAURENS COUNTY 
LAURENS CTY HOSPITAL 
LAURENS CTY SCH DIST 

















































LEROY SPRINGS & CO 
LES DYCHES ENTERPRISE 
LESLIE COURTS & PAVING 
LEWIS CONST CO 
LEWIS PATTERSON 
LEX/RICH ALCOHOL & DRUG 
LEXINGTON COUNTY 
LEXINGTON CTY SCH DIST 
LEXINGTON MED CTR 
LEXINGTON MEDICAL INC 
LffiCOMILL 
LIEBERMAN ENTERPRISES 
LIFE INS CO OF GEORGIA 
LIFETIME DOORS INC 
LIL CRICKET FOOD STORES 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 
LINPAC INC 
LLOYD ROOFING CO 
LOCKHEED 
LOCKHEED AERONAUTICAL SYS 




LOT SAP AST A INC 
LOUIS RICH CO 
LOVE AUTOMALL 
LOWCOUNTRY HOME FURNITURE 
LOWES 
LOWMAN HOME 
M LOWENSTEIN CORP 
MACK MOLDING CO 
MACK TRUCKS 
MACKEYS BODY SHOP 
MAG & TIRE INC 
MAGNOLIA CEMETARY TRUST 
MAGNOLIA MANOR 
MANCIL ELECTRIC CO 
· MANCORINC 
MANHATTAN SHIRT 
MANOR CARE OF COLUMBIA 















































MAOLA MILK & ICE CREAM 
MARATHON OIL 
MARIANNE RESTAURANT 
MARION CERAMICS INC 
MARION CNTY SCHOOL DIST 
MARION DAVIS INC 
MARKBDOWD 
MARLBORO CTY SCH DIST 
MARSH BELL CONST CO 
MARTHA FRANKS RETIREMENT 
MARTIN COLOR FI 
MARTIN SEPTIC TANK CO 
MARTIN TEXTILE CORP 
MARTINS GOLF & TENNIS 




MATTHEWS CONST CO 
MAYFAIR MILLS 




MCCRAW ELECTRIC CO 
MCCUTCHEON CONST CO 
MCDANIEL INDUSTRIES 
MCDONALDS 
MCDOUGAL FUNERAL HOME 
MCICONST CO 
MCKINNEY BROTHERS LOGGING 
MCLAUGHLIN MOTORS 
MCLEOD REG MED CTR 
MDT DIAGNOSTIC CO 
MEDSERV CORP 
MEl SALON CORP 
MEINEKE MUFFLER 















































MENTAL HEALTH AS SOC 





MEYERS CABLE CONTRACTORS 
:MICA TELEPHONE CONTRACTOR 
:MICHELIN NORTH AMERICA 
:MICHELIN TIRE CORP 
:MICKEYS TEXTILES 




:MIDLANDS TECH COLLEGE 
:MIKE S:MITH PLUMBING 
MILCOM SYSTEMS 
MILLIKEN 
:MITCHELL BOTSON YOKEL 
:MITCHELL :MFG 
MODERN EMPLOYERS 
MODERN WATER SYSTEM 
MOHAWK INDUSTRIES 
MONTGOMERY WARD 
MOORE DRUMS INC 
MORALS PRECISION MACHINE 
MORDEN 
MORRIS :MINI MART 
MORRIS NEWS 
MORTON INTERNATIONAL 
MOUNT AINVIEW NURSING HOME 
MOUNTZ GLASS CO 
MR & MRS TEMPS 
MT PLEASANT MECHANICAL 
MT VERNON MILLS 
MULLINS HOSPITAL 
MUSC 
. MYERS GLASS & :MIRROR 
MYRTLE BEACH HILTON 
MYRTLE BEACH MANOR 














































NAN Y A PLASTICS CORP 
NATIONAL GUARDIAN 
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONST 
NATIONAL LEASING 
NATIONAL LINEN SERVICE 
NATIONAL TELECOM 
NATIONAL TOOL & MFG 
NATIONWIDE LEASING 
NATL FED OF IND BUSINESS 
NATURES CORNER FLORIST 
NESTLE FOODS INC 
NESTLE FROZEN FOODS 
NEWHOPE INC 
NEW PLAN REALTY 
NEWBERRY COUNTY 
NEWBERRY CTY WATER/SEWER 
NEWBERRY FEED & FARM CTR 
NIBCO INC 
NIELSON ELECTRONICS 
NILSON VAN & STORAGE 
NIX FOREST PRODUCTS 
NORST AN APPAREL SHOPS 
NORTHSIDE GREENHOUSE 
NUCORCORP 
OAK RUBBER CO 
OAKLAND SERVICE STATION 
OAKWOOD HOMES CORP 
OCEAN LAKES SERVICE CORP 
OCEANSIDE CONST CO 
OCONEE COUNTY 
OCONEECTYCOUNTRYCLUB 
OCONEE CTY MENTAL HEALTH 
OCONEE CTY SCH DIST 
OCONEEDSN 




OJ STROBEL OIL & TIRE 
OLANMILLS 
OLD DOMINION TOBACCO 


















































ONE PRICE CLOTHING STORE 
ONEAL YOUNG 
ONEIT A INDUSTRIES 
ORANGEBURG COUNTY 
ORANGEBURG CTY SCH DIST 







OWEN STEEL COMPANY 
OWENS CORNING FffiERGLAS 
OZBOLT & REGISTER INC 
P&E ELECTRIC CO 
P&M TRUCKING CO 
PALMETTO BAKING COMPANY 
PALMETTO HARDWOOD 
PALMETTO LANDFILL 
PALMETTO MECHANICAL SERV 
PALMETTO OIL CO 
PALMETTO PLACE 
PLMETTO TIRE SERVICE 
PALMS ASSOC 





P APPYS SPORTSMAN CENTER 
PARA CHEM SOUTHERN 
PARDEE INC 
PARKER SEWER & FIRE SUB 
PARKLAND PHARMACY 
PARKS AUTO PARTS 
PATRICK AUTO PARTS 


















































PEE DEE ELECTRIC COOP 
PEE DEE FOREST PRODUCTS 
PEE DEE REG TRANS AUTHORITY 
PEELER JERSEY FARMS 
PEELER RUG CO 
PEEPLES INDUSTRIES 






PERFORMANCE CHEV -GEO 
PETERBIL T OF FLORENCE 
PETTIT TEXTILE MACHINERY 
PHB DIE CASTING 
PHILIPS INDUSTRIES 
PHILLIP WELL & PUMP SERVICE 




PHOENIX MEDICAL TECH 
PHOENIX SPECIALTY MFG 
PICKENS COUNTY 
PIEDMONT CLARKLIFT INC 
PIEDMONT COCA COLA 
PIEDMONT DIELECTRICS 
PIEDMONT LUTHERN HEALTH 
PIEDMONT MULTI CNTY MRB 
PIEDMONT NATURAL GAS 
PIEDMONT TECH COLLEGE 
PIEMONTE FOODS INC 






















































PLASTEX SUPPLY CO 
PLEASANT WAREHOUSE CO 
PLUSAINC 
POINSETT CLUB 
PORT CITY PAPER CO 
PORTER CONST CO 
POWELLBROTHERSTRACTOR 
POWELL ELECTRIC 
POWELLS TIRE & AXLE 
PPM CRANES INC 
PPM INC 
PRECISION VALVE 
PRESBYTERIAN HOME OF SC 










PULLIAM INVESTMENT CO 






QUANTUM CHEMICAL CORP 
QUILT GALLERY 
QUINTEX CELLULAR 
R&K OVERHEAD DOOR 
. RAEBUG TERMITE & PEST CONTROL 
RAINAIRE PRODUCTS 
RAINWATER GAS & OIL 
RAMADA LIMITED 














































RBS SEAFOOD RESTAURANT 
RC BUILDING SYSTEMS 
RCMCENTIRE 
RCM INDUSTRIES 
RE GOODSON CONST CO 
REEDER INDUSTRIAL 
REEVES BROTHERS 
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
RELIANCE ELECTRIC CO 
RELIANCE ELECTRIC IND 
RENKEN BOAT MFG 




RHODE ISLAND TEXTILE CO 
RHODES INC 
RICHARD & DAVID JACOBS 
RICHARD A RIGGINS 
RICHARD MARKS RESTAURANT 
RICHARD STYLES LOGGING 
RICHARDSON CONST CO 
RICHARDSON SPORTS 
RICHBOURGS SALES & RENTAL 
RICHLAND COUNTY 
RICHLANDCOUNTYEMS 
RICHLAND CTY SCH DIST 
RICHLAND MEMORIAL HOSP 
RICK HENDRICK CHEVROLET 
RICKER & SON CONST CO 
RIDGELAND MFG CO 
RINKER MATERIALS 
RIVERBANKS ZOO 
RJ KEY RACING STABLE 
RL JORDAN OIL CO 
RM ENGINEERED PRODUCTS 
ROAD KING 
ROADWAY EXPRESS 
ROBERT BOSCH CORP 
ROBERT E COOPER LOGGING 
ROBIN HOOD CONTAINER 













































ROCK HILL CTY SCH DIST 
ROCK HILL INDUSTRIAL PIPE 
ROCK-TENN COMPANY 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL 
ROLLING GREEN VILLAGE 
ROLLINS TRUCK LEASING 
RONALD JERNIGAN 
RONNIE CARTER PONT BUICK 
RONNIE STANCIL MASONRY 
RONS CARPET CLEANERS 
ROOF MASTERS INC 





RR DAWSON BRIDGE CO 
R DONNELLEY & SONS 
RRST&B QUILTING 
RT MURRELL CONST CO 
RUSCON CONST CO 
RUSSELL PROPERTY MGMT 
RUSSELL STOVER CANDIES 
RYAN WALSH INC 
RYANS FAMILY STEAK HOUSE 
RYDER SYSTEMS 
RYOBIMOTORPRODUCTSCORP 






SAFETY KLEEN CORP 
SAFEWAY STEEL 
SAGEM LUCAS INC 
SALLEY CLEANERS 
SALLEY MFG CO 
. SALUDA COUNTY 
SALUDA CTY SCH DIST 















































SANDERS BROTHERS INC 





SANTEE PRINT WORKS 
SANTEE WATEREERTA 
SANTEE WOOD 
SANTENS OF AMERICA 
SARA LEE CORP 
SATCHER MOTOR CO 
SATTERFIELD MECHANICAL CO 
SAULS SUBCONTRACTING 
SA V ANNAB RIVER FEDERAL CU 
SB PHIT.-LIPS CO 
SC ACADEMY OF HAIR DESIGN 
SC ADJ GENERAL 
SC ARTS COMMISION 
SC BAPTIST HOSPITAL 
SCBOXCO 
SC BUDGET & CONTROL BOARD 
SC COMPTROLLER GENERAL 
SC DEPT NATURAL RESOURCES 
SC DEPT OF CORRECTIONS 
SC DEPT OF DSN 
SC DEPT OF ED/TRANSPORT 
SC DEPT OF EDUCATION 
SC DEPT OF INSURANCE 
SC DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH 
SC DEPT OF PRT 
SC DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
SC DEPT OF REV & TAX 
SC DEPT OF TECH/COMP ED 
SC DEPT OF ~DLIFE 
SCDHEC 
SC DIV OF GENERAL SERVICE 
SCDJJ 
SCDSS 
SC EMP SECURITY COMM 
SC FORESTRY COMMISSION 
SC GOVERNORS OFFICE 













































SC OFF OF EXEC POLICY 
SC OIL CO & CLARK COSKREY 
SC PLUMBING & AC 
SC PROBATION PAROLE & PARDON 
SC PUBLIC SERV AUTHORITY 
SC REG HOUSING AUTHORITY 
SC SCH FOR DEAF & BLIND 
SC STATE DEVELOPMENT BD 
SC STATE PORTS AUTHORITY 
SC STATE TRANSPORT POLICE 
SC STATE UNIVERSITY 
SC TEES 













SEA MIST RESORT 
SEA PINES/FOREST BEACH 
SEABROOK OF HILTON HEAD 
SEARS ROEBUCK & CO 
SECURITY FORCES 
SEDIVERINC 







SEW EURODRIVE INC 
SHADY GROVE PLANTATION 
SHEPHERD WILL INC 














































SHERIFFS APPLIANCE CTR 




SIEMENS MED SYS INC 
SIEMONS ENERGY & AUTO 
SIR SHIRTMAKERS 
SLOAN CONST CO 
SMITH DRUG CO 
SMITH ENTERPRISES INC 
SMITH SHEALY & WELBORN 
SMITH TRACTOR 
SMOAKS AIR CONDITIONING 
SONOCO PRODUCTS 
SOUTH ATLANTIC CANNERS 
SOUTHEAST PACKAGING 
SOUTHEAST SERVICE CORP 
SOUTHEASTERN FREIGHT LINE 
SOUTHERN ARCHITECTURAL 
SOUTHERN BULK HAULERS 
SOUTHERN CABLE 
SOUTHERN CARE PRIMARY 
SOUTHERN CONTRACTING 
SOUTHERN ENGRAVERS 
SOUTHERN NATIONAL BANK 
SOUTHERN SOY A 





SPARTANBURG CONV AL HOME 
SPARTANBURG COUNTY 
SPARTANBURG CTY SCH DIST 
SPARTANBURG REG MED CTR 
SPARTANBURG STEEL PRODUCT 
SPARTANBURG TECH COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG WATER SYSTEM 
SPECIALTY EQUIPMENT CO 
SPEEDY PAK INC 
SPINX OIL COMPANY 














































SPROTT OIL COMPANY 
SQUARE D COMPANY 
SRS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
SS SMITH LUMBER CO 
SSI SERVICES 
ST ANDREWS PUB SERV COMM 
ST FRANCIS COMMUNITY HOSP 
STGEORGE HEALTH CARE CTR 
ST GEORGE LUMBER CO 
ST JOHNS FIRE DEPT 
ST LUKES CHILDRENS CENTER 
ST THOMAS APOSTLE CHURCH 
STAFFING RESOURCES 
STALEY CONST CO 
STANDARD CORPORATION 
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL SERVICE 
STANDARD PLYWOODS INC 
STANDARD PRODUCTS 
STANDARD TRUCKING 
STAR PAPER TUBE 




STOKES MAZDA VW 




STROUD MEM NURSING HOME 
STRUCTURAL CONCRETE SERVICE 
STS SERVICES 
SUBURBAN PROPANE 
SUITT CONST CO 
SULLIVAN CARSON INC 
SULLIVAN ELECTRIC CO 
SUMMERVILLE COMM PUB WKS 
SUMTER BUILDERS 
SUMTER CTY SCH DIST 
SUMTER LAUNDRY & CLEANER 
SUMTER MACHINERY CO 















































SUPERIOR MACHINE CO 
SUPERIOR :MFG 
SUPREME PAINTING 
SURF GOLF & BEACH CLUB 
SW&B CONST CO 
SWAMP FOX MOTOR INN 
SWAMP FOX USED PARTS 
SWANSEA BI RITE 
SWAN SEA :MFG 
SWIFT TRANSPORTATION CO 
SWISSMTEX 
SYNDER TANK 
T &S BRASS & BRONZE 
TALLEYCORBETBOXCOMPANY 
TANK & ENVIRONMENTAL TEST 
TAYLORSAUTOSER~CE 
TAYLORS FIRE & SEWERDIST 
TEAM MATES OF CHARLESTON 




TEXIZE CHEMICAL CO 
TEXTILE STORES 
THERMAL ENGINEERING CORP 
THOMAS & HOWARD CO INC 
THOMPKINSCONSTCO 
THOMPSON INDUSTRIAL 
THOMPSON TRUCKING CO 
TIDEWATERCONST CORP 
TIDEWATEREQUIPMENTCO 




TJ PALMER & COMPANY 
TOBYS RESTAURANT 
TORRINGTON CO 
TOWN OF ESTILL 
TOWN OF HARDEE~LE 













































TOWN OF HONEA PATH 
TOWN OF MONCKS CORNER 
TOWN OF SALUDA 
TOWN OF ST GEORGE 
TOWN OF SUMMERVILLE 
TOWN OF SURFSIDE BEACH 
TPIRESTAURANTS 
TRAILER RENTAL 





TRI-COUNTY ELEC COOP 
TRI-DEVELOPMENT CENTER 




TRIANGLE ICE CO 
TRIDENT REG MED CTR 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 





TUOMEY REG MED CTR 
TURNER BUILDERS 
TURNER FREIGHT SYSTEMS 
TURNERS CUSTOM GLASS 
TURNKEY OPERATION 




UNICON TRIANGLE COUNTY 
UNION CAMP 
UNION COUNTY 
UNION CTY SCH DIST 
UNIONDSN 
UNITED CLEANING SPECIALIST 













































UNITED MECHANICAL CONTR 
UNITED METHODIST MANOR 
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP 
UNITY GROUP INC 
UNIVERSAL MARITIME SERVICE 
UNIVERSITY OF CHARLESTON 
UNXINC 
UPCHURCH TIMBER CO 
UPS 
UPSTATE APPAREL INC 
UPSTATE TIMBER CO 
US BROACH & MACHINE 
US CABLE CORPORATION 












VETERINARY MEDICAL CLINIC 






W CAROLINA REG SEWER AUTH 
W M MIXON COMPANY 
WACHESAW PLANTATION CLUB 
WACKENHUT CORP 
W ACKENHUT SERVICES 
WAFFLE HOUSE 
WALDROP HEATING & AC 
WALLACE THOMSON HOSPITAL 
WALMART STORES 
WALTERBORO VENEER CO 













































WARREN FRANKS LOGGING 
WASTE MANAGEMENT 
WATEREEFORESTPRODUCTS 








WELLS SCOTT & WELLS 
WEN SOUTH 
WEST ASHLEY LUMBER 
WEST ASHLEY SEPTIC TANK 
WEST UNION HARDWOOD 




WESTSIDE ICE & FUEL 
WESTV ACO CORPORATION 
WG ARTHUR INC 
WHIT ASH FURNISHINGS 
WHITESIDE DURHAM TIMBER 




WIKOFF COLOR CORP 
WILLIAM BADGETT RACING 
WILLIAMS TECHNOLOGIES 
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY 
WILLIAMSBURG CTY SCH DIST 
WILLIAMSBURG MEM HOSP 
WILLIAMSON AUTO PARTS 
WILLIAMSTON MFG 
WILLIS CONST CO 
WLLISTON CTY SCH DIST 
WILLISTON HEALTH CARE 
















































WM WRIGLEY JR CO 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 
WOLSEY SOUTH CAROLINA 
WOMETCO ENTERPRISES 






WULBERN KOVAL CO 
WYLIE WILLIAMS CONST CO 
YEAGER CO 
YEARGIN CONST CO 
YEMA SEAFOODS 
YORK CONST CO 
YORK COUNTY 
YORK COUNTY NATURAL GAS 
YORK COUNTY PERSONNEL 
YORK CTY SCH DIST 
YORK TAPE & LABEL 
YORK TRANSPORTATION 
YORKSHIRE PAT-CHEM 
YOUNG MEMORIAL ARP CHURCH 
YOUNG PECAN COMPANY 
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